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CERN  

•  CERN - European Laboratory for Particle Physics 
•  Founded in 1954 by 12 Countries for fundamental 

physics research in the post-war Europe 
•  Today 21 member states + world-wide collaborations 

•  About ~1000 MCHF yearly budget  
•  2’300 CERN personnel  
•  10’000 users from 110 countries  
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Fundamental Research 

•  What is 95% of the Universe made of? 
•  Why do particles have mass? 
•  Why is there no antimatter  

left in the Universe?  
•  What was the Universe like, 

just after the "Big Bang"?  
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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)  

Largest machine in the world 
 27km, 6000+ superconducting magnets 

Emptiest place in the solar system  
 High vacuum inside the magnets 

Hottest spot in the galaxy  
 During Lead ion collisions create temperatures 100 000x hotter than the heart of the sun;  

Fastest racetrack on Earth 
 Protons circulate 11245 times/s (99.9999991% the speed of light)  
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CERN Database Services 

•  Over 100 Oracle databases, most of them RAC 
•  Running Oracle 11.2.0.4 and 12.1.0.2 
•  Approx. 600 TB of data files for production DBs in total 
•  Mostly NAS on storage 
•  In-Memory licence since December 2014 

•  Examples of critical production DBs: 
•  Quench Protection System: 150’000 changes/s 
•  LHC logging database: 260 TB,  

expected growth up to 70 TB/year 



SQL Statement Processing 
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Bind Variables are key to for 
OLTP system to scale 
 
However they also contribute 
towards Plan Instability (BVP) 

Expensive – very CPU 
intensive 
 
Serialization – Point of 
Contention 



Cost Based Optimizer 
•  Selectivity – fraction of rows in the current dataset satisfying the predicate 
•  Cardinality – selectivity * number of rows 
•  Access Paths – full table scan, index access etc 
•  Join Orders – driving table 
•  Join methods – Hash, Nested Loop, Sort-Merge 
•  Parallelism 

•  _optimizer_max_permutations 
•  _optimizer_search_limit 

•  For any sql_id that is in the shared pool (since 11gR2) 
•  execute DBMS_SQLDIAG.DUMP_TRACE(p_sql_id=>'20cb4vs4dfhyc',  
•      p_child_number=>0,  
•      p_component=>‘Optimizer',   
•      p_file_id=>'TRACE_10053'); 
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Statistics are key part of 
costing each execution plan 
 
Stale statistics lead to bad 
plans 

CBO is a complex 
mathematical model that 
chooses the least costed 
plan, ofcourse it gets it right 
most of the time 

Take a look at the 10053 
optimizer trace 



Optimizer Evolution 

•  Oracle 8i – histograms 
•  Oracle 9i – bind variable peeking 
•  Oracle 10g – Automatic Optimizer Statistics Collection, 

Dynamic Sampling 
•  Oracle 11gR1 – Adaptive Cursor Sharing, Extended 

statistics (correlated columns) 
•  Oracle 11gR2 – Cardinality Feedback 
•  Oracle 12c – Adaptive Query Optimization 
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Plan Instability 

•  Optimizer is too clever for its own good and also 
complex 

•  Several Reasons 
-  Statistics 
-  Bind Variable Peeking 
-  Cardinality Feedback 
-  Bad Code 
-  Bugs  
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Plan Instability – how does it look? 
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Very Bad 



Plan Instability – how does it look? 
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Very Bad 



Progress in 11g and 12c 

•  11g – Adaptive Cursor Sharing 
-  Solves Bind Variable Peeking (almost) 
-  Has to run slowly once 
-  Limitation of number of bind variables to 14 

•  12c – Adaptive Query Optimization 
-  Fix the bad plans on the fly (Adaptive Plans) 
-  Gather and persist statistics (Adaptive Statistics) 
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Solutions – without changing the code 

•  Outlines (deprecated since 11g) 
•  SQL Profiles 
•  SQL Patches 
•  SQL Baselines 
 
They all work by applying a bunch of hints and reduce 
optimizer options / guide optimizer towards desired plan. 
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SQL Profiles 

•  Contain corrections for poor optimizer estimates 
•  This auxiliary information is added in the form of hints 

(using OPT_ESTIMATE) and stored in SQL 
Management Base (sysaux tablespace) 

•  SQL Profiles can be created manually or by automatic 
maintenance task ‘sql tuning advisor’ when 
ACCEPT_SQL_PROFILES task parameter is set to 
TRUE 
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OPT_ESTIMATE hint 

•  To influence cardinality estimates used by the optimizer 
to get a better / desired execution plan 

•  /*+ OPT_ESTIMATE( [query block] operation_type 
object_identifier adjustment ) */ 
•  Operation_type – TABLE, JOIN, INDEX_FILTER, INDEX_SCAN, 

INDEX_SKIP_SCAN 
•  Identifier – Object Identifier 
•  Adjustment –  

•  SCALE_ROWS=number 
•  ROWS=number 
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OPT_ESTIMATE hint – examples 

•  Adjust the number of rows returned from a table 
•  OPT_ESTIMATE(@SEL$1, TABLE, TEST@SEL$1, SCALE_ROWS=10) 

•  Adjust the number of rows returned from a join 
•  OPT_ESTIMATE(@SEL$1, JOIN, (C1@SEL$1, C2@SEL$1), SCALE_ROWS=2.8) 

•  Provide missing table/column statistics 
•  TABLE_STATS(“HR”, “EMPLOYEES”, scale, blocks=10, rows=107) 

•  Adjust the number of rows returned by index scan 
•  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"SEL$2", INDEX_SCAN, "C"@"SEL$2", TESTCRITICALITY_PK, 

SCALE_ROWS=3.339036327) 
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How are SQL Profiles Created? 

•  Created by SQL Tuning Advisor 
•  Interface is exposed through PL/SQL package 

DBMS_SQLTUNE 
•  Graphical Interface is available though Enterprise 

Manager 
•  Outline data from V$SQLPLAN.OTHER_XML can be 

used to create SQL Profile (used by SQLT as well) 
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How are SQL Profiles Created? – contd. 
Step 1) Create a SQL Tuning Task 
 
var task_name varchar2(40) 
exec :task_name := DBMS_SQLTUNE.CREATE_TUNING_TASK(sql_id => '9fr1p9yxsh8xk', time_limit => 900); 

 
Step 2) Execute the SQL Tuning Task 
 
exec DBMS_SQLTUNE.EXECUTE_TUNING_TASK(:task_name); 

 
Step 3) Get the Report of the SQL Tuning Task 
 
SET linesize 250 
SET longchunksize 200 
SET pagesize 300 
SET long 100000 
SELECT DBMS_SQLTUNE.REPORT_TUNING_TASK(:task_name) FROM dual; 

 
Step 4) Accept SQL Profile (if any) 
 
exec DBMS_SQLTUNE.ACCEPT_SQL_PROFILE (task_name => :task_name); 
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How are SQL Profiles Created? – contd. 
•  Add you own hints using import_sql_profile 

DECLARE 
sql_txt CLOB; 
BEGIN 
SELECT sql_fulltext INTO sql_txt FROM v$sqlarea WHERE sql_id = '&v_sqlid'; 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE( 
  sql_text => sql_txt, 
  profile => sqlprof_attr('INDEX(@"SEL$1" T@"SEL$1" "T_D_IDX")'), 
  name => 'PROFILE_&SQL_ID', 
  force_match => TRUE 
); 
END; 
/ * Query block names can be obtained from DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR with format => ‘ADVANCED’ 
 

•  Pull the hints from an execution plan in Shared Pool / AWR 
-- Step 1 : Get the xml hints into the CLOB 
select extract(xmltype(other_xml),'/*/outline_data').getclobval() 
into v_sqlprof_xml 
from v$sql_plan 
here sql_id = '&v_sql_id' 
and plan_hash_value = '&v_plan_hash_value' 
and other_xml is not null; 
 
-- Step 2 : Get the sql text into the CLOB 
select sql_text into v_sql_text 
from v$sqltext 
where sql_id = '&v_sql_id'; 
 
dbms_sqltune.import_sql_profile( 
sql_text => v_sql_text, 
profile_xml => v_sqlprof_xml, 
category => '&v_category', 
force_match => &v_fmatching); 
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SQL Profiles - scripts 
cr_sqlprof – Attempts to create SQL profile using SQL Tuning Advisor 
cr_sqlprof_hints – Creates SQL Profile for a SQL in the shared pool 
cr_sqlprof_awr_hints – Creates SQL Profile for a SQL in the AWR 
sh_sqlprof_hints – Show the hints stored in the SQL Profile 
findsql_using_sqlprof – Lists the SQL in the shared pool using SQL Profile 
en_sqlprof – Enables a SQL Profile 
dis_sqlprof – Disables a SQL Profile 
drp_sqlprof – Drops a SQL Profile 
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SQL Patches 

•  Undocumented feature used by SQL Repair Advisor 
•  Intended for avoiding critical failure of SQL during 

runtime by adding hints 
•  The same package can be used to insert hints into a 

query text which you cannot edit 
•  Stored in the SQL Management Base like Profiles and 

Baselines 
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How to create SQL Patches? 
 declare 
v_sql_text CLOB; 

BEGIN 

select sql_text into v_sql_text from v$sql where sql_id = 'bu18sp8k0wcvv'; 

sys.dbms_sqldiag_internal.i_create_patch( 

 sql_text=>v_sql_text, 

 hint_text=>'full(@SEL$1 test_dba_tables)', 

 name=>'tst_patch'); 

END; 

/ 

 

exec dbms_sqldiag.DROP_SQL_PATCH('tst_patch'); 

 

cr_sqlpatch – Creates SQL Patch for a SQL in the shared pool 
sh_sqlpatch_hints – Shows hints stored in the SQL Patch 
cr_sqlprof_awr_hints – Creates SQL Profile for a SQL in the AWR 
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SQL Plan Baselines 
•  SQL Baselines are part of SQL Plan Management 
•  SPM allows for complete controlled plan evolution 
•  When enabled the optimizer stores a set of hints and 

plan_hash_value in a special repository called SQL 
Management Base 

•  optimizer_capture_sql_plan_baselines = true enables 
capturing of baselines 

•  optimizer_use_sql_plan_baselines = true enables the 
optimizer to use the captured baseline 
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SQL Plan Management 
•  3 phases in SQL Plan Management 

•  Capture (when optimizer_capture_sql_plan_baselines = true) 
•  Creates a SQL Baseline for each repeatable SQL statement 
•  First execution plan for each repeatable statement is added to baseline and 

marked as accepted 
•  Selection (when optimizer_use_sql_plan_baselines = true) 

•  Only accepted plans will be used 
•  New execution plan will be recorded to the plan history as unaccepted and will only 

be used if accepted plans are non-reproducible 
•  Evolution (Using DBMS_SPM.EVOLVE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE) 

•  Evaluates all unverified plans for a given statement in the plan history to become 
either accepted or rejected 
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SQL Plan Management – Plan Capture 
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SQL	  is	  issued

Generate	  execution	  
plan

Is	  this	  SQL	  tracked? Is	  there	  a	  SQL	  Plan	  
Baseline?

Add	  SQL_ID	  to	  SQL	  
statement	  log

Execute	  this	  plan

Create	  SQL	  Plan	  
Baseline

Execute	  this	  plan

Initial	  plan	  added	  to	  
baseline	  and	  marked	  as	  

accepted

SYSAUX	  tablespace
SQL	  Management	  Base

SQL	  Statement	  Log

SQL	  Plan	  History

SQL	  Plan	  Baseline

Shared	  Pool

AWR

SQL	  Tuning	  
Sets

Staging	  Table

Stored	  Outline

Plan	  2
accepted
enabled

Plan	  1
accepted
enabled

Automatic	  Plan	  Capture Manual	  Plan	  Capture

Yes

No No



SQL Plan Management – Plan Selection 
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SQL	  is	  issued

Generate	  
execution	  plan

Is	  there	  a	  SQL	  Plan	  
Baseline?

Execute	  this	  plan

Is	  this	  plan	  in	  SQL	  Plan	  
Baseline? Execute	  this	  plan

Mark	  plan	  as	  unaccepted	  in	  
plan	  history

Is	  there	  a	  plan	  marked	  as	  
fixed Execute	  this	  plan

Compare	  costs	  of	  accepted	  
plans

Execute	  lowest-‐cost	  plan	  in	  
baseline

Yes Yes

Yes

No No

No

If 
optimizer_use_sql
_plan_baselines is 
set to TRUE 
 
 
 
 
No new plans are 
added to a SQL 
Baseline that contains a 
fixed plan 



SQL Plan Management – Plan Evolution 
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•  Plan evolution is the process of verifiying unaccepted 
plan and marking it as accepted if performance is 
better than currently accepted plans. 

•  Oracle 11g 
-  Plan Evolution process is manual 
-  SQL Baseline Plans are evolved using 

DBMS_SPM.EVOLVE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE 

•  Oracle 12c 
-  Plans are evolved using new SPM Evolve Advisor 
-  New Auto Task – SYS_AUTO_SPM_EVOLVE_TASK does the job 



SQL Plan Management – 12c features 
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•  Plan evolution is automatic, new autotask verifies new plans every night 
during the nightly maintenace window and produces report 
(DBMS_SPM.REPORT_AUTO_EVOLVE_TASK) 

•  Automatic baseline evolution can be turned off if needed 
 DBMS_SPM.set_evolve_task_parameter( 

    task_name => 'SYS_AUTO_SPM_EVOLVE_TASK', 

    parameter => 'ACCEPT_PLANS', 

    value     => 'FALSE'); 

•  Manual Plan evolution is still possible with DBMS_SPM.CREATE_EVOLVE_TASK, 
DBMS_SPM.EXECUTE_EVOLVE, DBMS_SPM.REPORT_EVOLVE 

•  Stores the original execution plan in SQLOBJ$PLAN 



How to create SQL Baselines 
•  Create SQL Plan baselines from cursor cache (sql_id, plan_hash_value) 

var rc number; 
exec :rc := dbms_spm.load_plans_from_cursor_cache( - 
    sql_id=>'&v_sql_id', - 
    plan_hash_value=>'&v_plan_hash_value', - 
    fixed=>'&v_fixed', - 
    enabled=>'&v_enabled'); 
 

•  Create SQL Plan baselines from cursor cache (belonging to a particular schema) 

var rc number; 
exec :rc := dbms_spm.load_plans_from_cursor_cache( - 
    attribute_name=>’PARSING_SCHEMA_NAME', - 
    attribute_value=>'&v_user_name', - 
    fixed=>'&v_fixed', - 
    enabled=>'&v_enabled'); 
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SQL Baselines – fixing regressed SQL 
Query that normally runs in <2s is running since 15 minutes 

1. Check the bad execution plan 
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SQL Baselines – fixing regressed SQL 
2. Look at Plan history in the AWR 

    SQL is flip flopping between two good plans, but this one is strange 
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SQL Baselines – fixing regressed SQL 
3. Its clear that this SQL will certainly benefit from Baseline, before creating 
the baseline look at the plan of good plan_hash_value from AWR 
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SQL Baselines – fixing regressed SQL 
•  4. Loading SQL Plan(s) from AWR into SPM 

Note that optimizer_use_sql_plan_baselines should be set to TRUE 
declare 
rc integer; 
baseline_ref_cur DBMS_SQLTUNE.SQLSET_CURSOR; 
begin 
 
-- Step 1 : Create SQL Tuning SET 
dbms_sqltune.create_sqlset( 
  sqlset_name => '&v_sql_id'||'_spm', 
  description => 'SQL Tuning Set to create SQL baseline for '||'&v_sql_id'); 
 
-- Step 2 : Select sql_id and plan_hash_value from AWR 
open baseline_ref_cur for 
select VALUE(p) from table( 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.SELECT_WORKLOAD_REPOSITORY( 
  begin_snap => '&v_begin_snap', 
  end_snap => '&v_end_snap', 
  basic_filter => 'sql_id='||CHR(39)||'&v_sql_id'||CHR(39)||' and 
plan_hash_value=&v_plan_hash_value', 
  attribute_list => 'ALL')) p; 
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SQL Baselines – fixing regressed SQL 
 
-- Step 3 : Load the AWR cursor into SQLSET 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.LOAD_SQLSET( 

  sqlset_name=>'&v_sql_id'||'_spm', 

  populate_cursor=> baseline_ref_cur); 

 

-- Step 4 : Create baseline; that is loading plans from sqlset into SPM 
rc := dbms_spm.load_plans_from_sqlset( 

 sqlset_name => '&v_sql_id'||'_spm', 

 basic_filter => 'plan_hash_value=''&v_plan_hash_value''', 

 fixed => '&v_fixed', 

 enabled => '&v_enabled'); 

 

dbms_output.put_line('Baseline '||rc||' created.'); 

end; 

/ 
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SQL Baselines – for migrations, DB and App upgrades 
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-  SQL Plan Management is extremly useful to guarantee that no plan 
changes as part of the migrations DB and App Upgrades 

-  The following four steps takes care of Plan Stability during upgrades 
-  Step 1 – Create a SQL Tuning Set and Load Plans into STS 

DBMS_SQLTUNE.CREATE_SQLSET 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.LOAD_SQLSET 

-  Step 2 – Pack the STS and export the staging table 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.CREATE_STGTAB_SQLSET 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.PACK_STGTAB_SQLSET 

-  Step 3 – Import the staging table into upgraded database 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.CREATE_STGTAB_SQLSET 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.UNPACK_STGTAB_SQLSET 

-  Step 4 – Load the plans into SQL Management Base 
DBMS_SPM.LOAD_PLANS_FROM_SQLSET 



SQL Baselines - scripts 
cr_baseline - Creates SQL Plan Baseline for a SQL statement in the shared pool 
cr_baseline_awr - Creates SQL Plan Baseline for a SQL statement with a plan_hash_value 
from AWR 
sh_baseline_hints – Shows hints associated with a baseline 
findsql_using_baseline – Show the SQL in the shared pool using baseline 
en_baseline – Enables SQL Plan Baseline 
dis_baseline – Disables SQL Plan Baseline 
drp_baseline – Drop SQL Plan Baseline 
 
Scripts are available on my blog 
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SQL Management Base 
SQL Management Base stores SQL Profiles, SQL Plan Baselines and SQL Patches in 
SMB which is part of the data dictionary and is entirely stored in sysaux tablespace 
 
Check the size of SMB 
•  select * from v$sysaux_occupants where occupant_name = 'SQL_MANAGEMENT_BASE‘ 

Check the (default) configuration 
•  select parameter_name, parameter_value from dba_sql_management_config; 

Change the allowable limit (in percentage) in SYSAUX tablespace 
•  exec DBMS_SPM.CONFIGURE('space_budget_percent',15); 

Change the purging policy of SMB 
•  exec DBMS_SPM.CONFIGURE('plan_retention_weeks',26); 
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SMB – views / tables 
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DBA_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES, DBA_PROFILES and DBA_SQL_PATCHES are built on SYS.SQLOBJ$, SYS.SQLOBJ$AUXDATA and SYS.SQLOBJ$DATA 
SIGNATURE is generated on normalized sql text (uncased and normalized text) 



SQL Profiles vs SQL Plan Baselines vs SQL Patches 
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SQL Profiles SQL Plan Baselines SQL Patches 
What are they? Set of hints stored in SMB Set of hints + plan_hash_value 

stored in SMB 
Set of hints stored in SMB 

Goal? Adjust cardinality estimates 
(you can also store whatever hints you want) 

Guide Optimizer towards 
desired execution plan 

Limit optimizer options by 
applying hints 

Oracle speak? SQL Tuning Advisor SQL Plan Management SQL Recovery Advisor 

Manual Creation? YES YES YES 

Automatic Creation? YES, by sql tuning advisor autotask when 
accept_sql_profiles is set to TRUE 

optimizer_capture_sql_plan_bas
elines = TRUE 

N/A 

Control Usage? sqltune_category optimizer_use_sql_plan_baselin
es = TRUE 

N/A 

PL/SQL package DBMS_SQLTUNE DBMS_SPM DBMS_SQLDIAG_INTERNAL 

Force matching? YES NO N/A 

Licence? DIAGNOSTICS + TUNING 
pack 

Included with Enterprise Edition undocumented 



Summary 

•  Different approaches available to achieve plan stability 
•  SQL Profiles is best way of fixing one-off issues, but does it scale? 
•  SQL Patch is a fast way to insert hint without changing code 
•  SPM (Baselines) frame work does seem a viable option 

•  We use it on 11.2.0.4 and we recommend it! 

•  SPM should be part of every DBAs toolkit 
•  It has the potential to make you an hero! 

•  SPM 12c looks interesting with adaptive baselines and with storing of 
original execution plan 
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E-‐mail:	  Prasanth.Kothuri@cern.ch	  
Blog:	  h2p://prasanthkothuri.wordpress.com	  
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 Q & A���

See also: https://db-blog.web.cern.ch/ 


